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Sit-in group
plans speakers
for next week

An editorial opinion

-

By John Lake
Staff Reporter

Bowling Green, Ohio
Friday, May 14, 1971
Volume 55 Number 125

An Independent
Student Voice

The students staging a sit-in in front of
Memorial Hall have announced plans for
attorney William Kunstler, antiwar
leader Abbie Hoffman, The Jefferson
Airplane music group, and possibly
Rennie Davis, also an antiwar leader, to
appear here next week.
Also appearing will be Tim Butz, who
organized the war crimes investigation
that took place in Detroit, the
Washington war protests, and who is also
one of the organizers of the veterans who
threw their war medals at the foot of the
John Marshal statue this spring.
They also said that leafleting is now in
progress at all state universities in Ohio
asking that students come here to use BG
as a rallying point against the war and
ROTC for the entire state.
THE "CAMPERS" have scheduled a
statewide press conference to be held on

Monday, the 17th at 12:30 p.m. at
Memorial Hall for the following reasons:
"1. To explain why we are here, what
we are doing, and what we intend to do.
We feel this must be announced to the
whole state.
"2. To announce what non-violent
action we will take at the ROTC review
on the 18th.
"3. To welcome several national
antiwar leaders."
The protesters are demanding that
academic credit be removed from the
ROTC courses, and that HOTC be
removed from this campus.
Craig Taliaferro, who began fasting
on May 10, has been Joined by about 45
other students who are eating only rice.
"ALL I'M DRINKING is fruit juice
and tea, nothing more," said Taliaferro.
"I've lost about five pounds since I
began. I plan to break my fast on June
9."
Brown rice for the other tasters is

Senate panel endorses SST
WASHINGTON (AP) - A Senate panel
endorsed the House-passed revival of the
American supersonic transport Thursday amid reports that renewal of the
program might cost U.S. taxpayers up to
tl billion.
The Senate Appropriations Committee voted 13 to 7 to reject a bid by Sen.
William Proxmire (D-Wis.) to delete the
$85 million in SST funds voted by the
House in a surprise move Wednesday.
But the committee's chairman, Sen.
Allen Ellender (D-La.< previously a
strong SST backer, voted with the
minority and later told the newsmen: "I
think it's still dead. You won't get the
votes in the Senate. It's that simple."
REPERCUSSIONS from the House

action centered mostly on how much It
would cost to get the SST assembly
program rolling again. The estimates
range from a low of $200 million offered
by Sen. Warren G.MagnusomD-Wash )to
a possible $1 billion suggested by William
Allen, board chairman of the Boeing
Corp., prime SST contractor.
In a news conference Allen said $500
million probably would be the minimum
it would take to "pick up the pieces" of
the SST program
Before Boeing and other companies
involved could start again, Allen said, all
contracts would have to be renegotiated,
undoubtedly at higher prices.
And this time, he said, the goal should
be not merely production of two SST
prototypes but the construction of an

American passenger fleet.
Allen stressed that Boeing has cancelled agreements with Its subcontractors and that most of the
technical team assembled to build the
SST has dispersed.
PROXMIRE SAID in a Senate speech
the declaration by the aerospace industry on the costly business of restarting the program provides "the clincher"
to anti-SST arguments.
Those arguments have included an
attack on any federal subsidy of a private
commercial project, predictions an
American SST would be commercially
unsound and lose tax money, and fears it
would trigger a long series of adverse
environmental effects.

Proxmire said the public, press and
House members were decelveJ in
believing the SST would cost no mure
than when Congress killed it last March.
"What does this mean to government
costs?" Proxmire asked, giving his own
answer: "Additional hundreds of
millions, almost certainly. Additional
billions, quite possibly."
The $85 million originally was intended to be used to terminate SST
contracts but was converted to renewal
money by the House vote.

the Senate went further and banned sex
discrimination in the appointment of
Capitol policemen, elevator operators
and post office employes. Sen Jacob K.
Javits (R-N. Y.), one of the three senators
who forced the girl page Issue to a vote,
called it part of "the historic
breakthrough of women" in their
campaign to "strike the shackles of half
the population."

being supplied through Food for Thought,
a local food co-op store.
Rice dinners are scheduled at 6:30
p.m. throughout next week. At 6 p.m.
tonight through Sunday community
meetings will be held in front of
Memorial Hall. Workshops will be held in
the evenings.
At 7:30 p.m. on Sunday and Monday a
movie called "War Crimes" will be
shown in room 210 Math Science Bldg.
The film consists of a series of film clips
taken in Vietnam.
THOUGH HE IS very pleased with
the way the ROTC protest is going,
Taliaferro warned that neither he nor
anyone else intends to be roped off from
the ROTC review.
"William Kunstler has said that he
will defend anyone arrested on House Bill
1219, the Ohio Riot Act. In addition to this
we have notified a band of American
Civil liberties Union lawyers."
Negotiations with the Jefferson
Airplane indicate that they will appear
here either May 21 or 23.
The Airplane will play here for free
admission, but donations will be
requested.
FURTHER SPEAKERS scheduled
for Monday include Jay Craven,
assistant to Rennie Davis, and Igor
Rodenko, executive secretary of the
National War Resistors league.
Davis is expected to arrive, if
possible, this weekend. He was arrested
in Washington for inciting a riot during
the recent war protest there, and is under
orders to remain in Washington.
"He tried to leave once and got
caught," said Taliaferro. "I suppose
there's about a fifty-fifty chance he'll

ALSO, THE SENATE made history
by agreeing for the first time to the appointment of girls as pages.
Resolving the issue by voice vote after
a six-months, behind-the-scenes struggle

Student rep gets job started

Kruse seeks campus opinion
By Terry Cochran
Issue Editor
Through the Board of Trustees has not
met since his election, Mark Kruse, new
student representative to the Board, says
he's been "quite busy" lately just
getting his job started.
Kruse said yesterday that in the last
month or so since his election he has
talked to most administrators here and

many students, trying to get a feel of
campus attitudes.
"I've been trying to broaden out the
job of student representative to cover all
areas of campus life," Kruse explained.
"People here always have problems, and
they're asking where to go and who to
see-we try to direct them to the the
proper channels."
He added that through talking to
students in fraternities, dorms and off-

campus housing he's been able to come
up with an understanding of many
academic and social gripes which will be
helpful in dealingwi'h the Board.
KRUSE WAS to have met with the
Board of Trustees in its May 4 meeting,
but the meeting was cancelled due to
strike activities that week, and
rescheduled for May 20.
"Next Thursday's meeting will be an
introduction into Board activities for

N*waphoM by Brian Si.l(«n.

me," said Kruse. "Though I haven't
been told for sure, I imagine the
procedure will be that if I have any
comments to make on a particular topic
of discussion, I will be allowed to throw in
my conception of student opinions."
The Board of Trustees has no power to
initiate student voting power at its
meetings, he continued, since any such
decisions can only come about through
state legislation.
He said legislation is now in the
reviewing process which would allow a
student and faculty member to vote on all
state boards of trustees in Ohio.
WHEN ASKED what major concerns
envelope students in their campus life,
Kruse said that in his discussions with
students here he's found that no major
issues, other than ROTC, concern many
people.
"Campus life is really strange now,
Kruse continued. "The old alma mater
and beer drinking days are a thing of the
past, but almost all student concerns are
individualized.
Ideas and attitudes
change from place to place on campus."
For the remainder of the year, Kruse
says he will be working with Art
Toalston. student body president, and
with the office of the vice-president of
student affairs in an attempt to better
grasp student attitudes.
Kruse also intends to work with his
assistant, John Dunipace, in putting
together a campus organization.
THE ORGANIZATION WOULD be
composed of a cross-section of University
officials and students, would number
some 10-15 individuals and would supply
the office of student representative to the
Board with Information from various
campus segments.
Kruse hopes his organization, will be
functioning by fall.
He also intends to report activities in
the Board of Trustees meeting through a
guest column in The BG News.

Nawipholo hy Dav« Elbrackt

Once upon...

Well, it seems
completely at
Bookstore. This
out to peruse his

one person seems to be
ease in the University
little guy simply took time
selection before purchase.

Deadline delayed
for pollution count
WASHINGTON (AP) - Federal officials have decided to permit an indefinite delay in the reporting of 51 types
of industrial waste discharged into
waterways, administration sources
revealed Thursday.
Fourteen other types of pollution,
however, must be reported by July 1,
originally the deadline for all 65 pollution

measurements which industry must
make.
The delay was approved following a
meeting about a week ago in which industry spokesmen told representatives of
the Army Corps of Engineers, Environmental Protection Agency, and
Office of Management and Budget that
they could not meet the July 1 deadline
for most of the reporting requirementa.

ft
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for the record

sst revival
The defeat of the controversial supersonic transport
proposal seven weeks ago was too good to be true. The
House of Representatives proved this by breathing new
life into the SST spending with a vote catering to the pro
plane forces.
This "new life" does not mean a cut in the proposed $6.9
billion figure. The same money, the same program and the
same waste that the House rejected two months ago
suddenly looks better to the legislators.
It is amazing how fast the congressmen can organize
and reverse a controversial decision in such little time.
The poor inhabitants in this country must be amazed at
the unclogged dimensions of U.S. democracy that allow
Congress to be flexible enough to help Boeing in their
plight.
How truly "apple pie" of the House to one day deny any
aid to the ailing corporation, and the next day to humbly
say, "Here's six billion bills."
How Amerikan of the House to set aside unimportant
issues like, the ailing cities, poverty and the little war
somewhere across the sea and sift through the U.S.
Treasury to scrounge up a few billion to build airplanes.
Passage of the SST funding will give jobs back to
thousands of workers who were dismissed when the
proposal failed. Rather than use the entire $6.9 billion for
employment, Congress can build planes and alleviate
unemployment in the transportation industry, thus killing
two birds with one stone.
We cannot forget the part Mr. Nixon has played in this
push toward progress. By helping the SST backers since
the proposal's defeat and urging the Senate to follow the
House in reversing their decision, the President has given
his share of "Right on Boys" encouragement.
It is good to know this country has a Congress and a
President who can move fast enough to aid our capitalistic
brothers In need.

natural disaster
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
The league for Total Birth Control, a militant do-good group, has taken a vigorous
sUtnd against one of the gravest threats the world faces today - natural disasters.
The League, as everyone knows, contends that while birth control can solve some
of tli' problems >i the human race, only total birth control can solve all of the problems
of the iiuii HI n race. And in a single generation, too.
What stimulated League members to take a dire look at natural disasters was a
report from Corpus Chrlsti, Texas. Last August, as the Associated Press put it,
"Hurricane Celia swept through Corpus Christi, disrupting telephone service and
electricity and bringing most of the area's activities to a standstill."
Exactly nine months later, the Associated Press said, the birth rate more than
doubled.
THIS REPORT from Corpus Christi was received with great interest by the
league's research director, Dr. Homer T. Pettibone, author of "The Greatest Force
for Birth Control: Television" and other works.
He has long sought legislation requiring atleast one channel to televise professional
football games around the clock. This, he feels, would curb the population explosion
overnight.
Admittedly, power failures of up to 90 minutes duration in the past have had little
effect on the birth rate. "This merely indicates" he said "that the average male will
pound on his silent television set for an hour and a half before saying, "the hell with it;
let's go to bed."
The interesting new factor In the Corpus Christi disaster was the disruption of
telephone service as well. Coupled with the television blackout, the ensuing boredom
obviously proved more than even the least ardent couple could bear.
"In the past," Dr. Pettibone said thoughtfully, "we have overlooked the role of the
telephone in birth control. Clearly, when the husband has given up kicking the
television set and suggested retiring, the wife has replied: "Just a minute, dear, I'm
talking to mother on the telephone.'
"Fortunately, by the time she's hung up, he has long since fallen asleep. Heaven
only knows how many children yet unborn owe their condition to Ma Bell."
WITH THIS NEW knowledge in mind, the League hopes to supply not only free
television sets to underdeveloped countries, where the birth rate is, of course,
soaring, but freetelephonejaswell. Preferably, party lines.
Every home, he said should therefore be equipped with a League-approved
Emergency Birtn Control Kit for use In hurricanes and other cataclysms. The kit
consists of a candle, a deck of cards, a parcheesi set and a bucket of cold water.
When television and telephones both fail, he said, couples can then occupy
themselves harmlessly with gin rummy and parcheesi until the husband grows bored
and restless. That, he said, is the time for the wife to hit him with the bucket of cold
water.
Privately, however, Dr. Pettibone considers the kit a stop-gap measure. "I fear
we will never save the world by stamping out the human race," he said gloomily,
"until we stamp out other natural disasters."

'QUICK — THI OUNI'

By Jim Smith
Editor (ret.)
Throughout the past year, The News
has been subject to a great deal of
criticism...some justified and some not.
Although criticism of anything-when
offered in a constructive manner-is
certainly extremely beneficial, quite
frankly I tend to worry a little when the
thoughful verbal barrages turn into ugly
rumor mills.
For this reason, I felt it might be
appropriate to take some time to dispel
some of these untruths.
-To our "leftist" friends: No, fellow
revolutionaries, Hollis Moore does not
walk down to our humble offices each
afternoon to personally check each item
that goes into the paper. We are completely removed from any Administration
control whatsoever. Besides, they won't
have any part of us.

organization. We have, from time to
time, seen their party publication,
"Pravda" In the Library and, to be blunt,
we think it stinks. It's impossible to
make head or tail of it. Even if we did
admire their Journalistic abilities, our
budget couldn't afford the long distance
phone calls.
-To Captain Commuter (whoever you
art): Let me assure you, there Is no anticommuter prejudice on the staff of The
BG News. We do not walk around each
day thumbing our noses at your fine
commuter center, and most certainly
don't run around letting air out of the
tires of any auto bearing a commuter
sticker. Many of us are, in deed, commuters ourselves. We were, to be honest,

considering including your center on our
circulation route every morning, but
since our newspaper boxes began
mysteriously disappearing, we've had to
spend all our spare time hunting for
them.
-To our greek friends: The News Is
certainly not anti-greek. We've made
every effort to cover all of your important events. We had, in fact, intended
to devote an entire issue to the Phi Tau
bed race, but when President Moore
came to the office for his daily censor
check the other day, he vetoed it entirely.
Muttered something about how he was
not going to have trashy sex plastered all
over the pages of HIS newspaper.

-To the university community: We
did not perpetrate the bomb threats
throughout the year. Althouch things
quite often tend to besomewhat .v in i in
fact, Bl-a-a-a-aln at times, we aren't all
that hard up for news. You have five
minutes to put down this paper before it
blows to kingdom come.
Well, that's it for me. I've had aU I
can take of these vicious verbages and
rhetorical redundancies from nebulous
nebobs of negativism.
Beginning Monday, an entirely new
staff will take over. I certainly hope you
can think up better things to do than to
circulate wicked untruths about their BG
News.
By the way, did you hear that...

-To our "right wing' brethreu: No,
fellow Americans, neither do we call the
Kremlin every afternoon to receive our
Orders on what to include in the next
day's issue. We are neither a Communist
conspiracy nor a Communist front

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all
letters to the editor and opinion
columns. letters may comment on any other letter,
column or editorial. We ask,
however, that guest columns not
be written in direct response to
any other published editorial
item.
Letters should be a
maximum of 300 words,
typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four
typed pages triple-spaced.
The News maintains the
right to edit all submissions that
exceed these limits, with
respect to the laws of libel and
proper taste.
Letters and columns should
include the author's address
and phone number, and may be
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 106 University Hall.

opinion

four years later
By Glenn Waggoner
Managing Editor (ret.)
In four years. Bowling Green and its
students have changed at a rate
unequaled by any four years in the past.
I've watched it, and been a part of it.
In my freshman year, the editors of
The BG News posed for the last time in
suits and ties for their Key pictures.
One year later, Editor Tom Hine
faked injecting drugs into his arm ( at
least they said it was faked) and Bruce
I-ii nek dressed up like a girl.
That freshman year in '67,1 spent an
evening in the main lounge of Rogers
arguing with one of the staff of the United
Christian Fellowship Center.
HE WAS TRYING to tell me the U.S.
had no business getting in an Asian wargetting ourselves and Asians killed.
This pissed me off. Hell, I thought, if
we don't protect those people from the
communist threat, nobody else will. The
generals say we're winning the war
t monthly in Reader's Digest), and if we
don't stop the Reds there, we'll have to
beat'em on our shores. Later, I changed.

If you recall, seniors, Rick Helwig
was president of Student Council then.
He had short hair, and walked a straight
line.
Then came Nick Ucate, who had hair
over his collar and smacked of pinkoism.
He and The BG News threw in together,
and in the eyes of many, moved left of
center.
THE NEWS does not differ much
editorially this year than two years ago.
But it was radical then-in the context of
sentiments of the students it served.
Student sentiment changed-within
four ycars-from passive support of the
war, to passive opposition. During the
two years since Hine's editorship, it was
the student body that needed and underwent an awakening, not The BG
News.
That sounds duly arrogant. It would
be arrogant if there was no active
commitment now behind all the words
ground from typewriters in this office.
Rhetoric is cheap. Last year's editor
Bruce Larrick went further. He refused
induction.
As individuals and as a team, I hope
this year's staff and next year's will
search for ways to prove they mean what
they write,
I feel the fledgling Save The News
campaign, for example, is an expression
beyond verbiage of caring.
IN FOUR YEARS, more people are
caring here about what happens to
themselves, their friends and people they
don't know.
Students are sleeping on concrete in
protest.
Some spend unpaid hours
tutoring or manning services like Crisis
Phone-to be of help.
In last spring's final edition of The BG
News, we labelled 1969-70 as "s year of
transition,"
What is transformed, what is
changed?
The talk is dying down. Useless
organizations such as AWS and a
resolution-passing Student Council were
scrapped.
More Importantly, work Is being done.
The can may be banned. Groundwork is
quietly being laid for a student co-op.
The Yippies go into the publishing
business.
It's healthy, and makes infinitely
more tense than taunting the cop* on
Court Street

Lerrers
prayer to the prez
The following poem was found posted
in the County Clerk's Office in Williams
County, Ohio.
Nixon is my shepherd, I shall not
want.
He maketh me lie down on park
benches,
He leadeth me beside still factories.
He restoreth my doubt in the
Republicans,
He guideth me in the path of unemployment for his party's sake.
Yea, though I walk through the valley
Of soup kitchens, I am still hungry.
I fear evil, for thou art against me.
Thou has appointed my income taxes
And my expenses overunneth my
salary.
Surely poverty and hard times shall

follow me
All the days of the Republican administration.
And I shall live in a rented house
forever.
And
there
was
this
one:
5,000 years ago Moses said, "Pick up
your shovel, mount your camel or ass,
and I will lead you to the promised land."
5,000years later FDR. said, "Boys,
lay down your shovels light up a camel
and sit on your ass. This is the promised
land."
Today boys, be careful. Nixon will
take your shovel, sell your camel, kick
your ass and tell you there is no
"promised land."
Mrs. Michael Colquitt
203-R. S. Maple
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Abortion becomes simple
By Henriette Lelth
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - The
plump, pretty brunette in the
miniskirt came into the
apartment all smiles, trailed
by two friends who had come
with her on the flight from
their college town that morning.
As they accepted glasses of
wine from Dan Weiss, their
long-haired, bearded youth
host, they told him how well
everything had worked out
that afternoon.
It was a little rushed-they
told me they do 80 girls a daybut the counselors couldn't
have been nicer," said the
girl.
"I feel great. We don't have
too much time before we catch
the plane home because I took
a nap afterward. Not because
I didn't feel good - just
because I didn't get much
sleep last night."
"No problem," said Dan.
"We'll drive you to the airport."

who come to New York every
week from all over the United
States, get quick abortions
and fly home again.
A great many have had
their abortions arranged by a
commercial referral agency
like "MEDREF," which Dan
Weiss operates out of his home
with the help of advertisements published in
many states, particularly in
campus newspapers.
An abortion by the vacuum
process, used in early
pregnancy, takes only about
10 minutes.
So the girl had been able to
arrive at the airport about
9:30 a.m., drive to a clinic in
Westchester County, take her
lab tests, listen to a counselor
describe birth control methods
receive a local anesthetic,
have her abortion, take a twohour nap, drive back to Weiss'
apartment, chat and sip wine
for an hour, and drive to the
airport and catch a 5: 30 plane.

Although MEDREF has a
$200 "package," charging a
flat $U fee for its services,
testimony at a recent hearing
conducted by State Atty. Gen.
Louis Lefkowitz showed that
many commercial agencies
are charging from $75 to $160
fees for referrals, with the
package cost of abortions
ranging up to $300 for an early
vacuum procedure and up to
$710 for another procedure
requiring hospitalization.
WHAT MANY WOMEN

commuter

Nvwtpkolo by Cotdy Coir

Max Graeber is a commuting student who has flown
here from Richmond, Va., every Wednesday lor the
past quarter to attend classes pertaining to his
doctoral degree.

New route to class:
9

flying 'friendly skies
hours and costs $127 roundtrip. Graeber attends two
courses here, spends the night
The basement of Moseley and flies back in time to teach
Hall is full of them - com- an 11:30 a.m. speech class at
muters, that is. They come the University of Richmond.
from miles around to attend
Graeber is a debate coach
classes at the University. But and speech teacher at Richthe long-distance medal for mond, and is also enrolled in a
this year must go to Max course there. In addition, he is
Graeber.
involved in
a
school
Graeber, a candidate for redistricting plan in Richhis doctoral degree in public mond.
address, commutes to his
"I sleep about four or five
Wednesday evening classes
here all the way from Rich- hours a night," he adds with a
grin.
mond, Va.
"I drive to Washington
And why come the distance
(D.C.), take a flight to
Cleveland, another from to take courses here?
Cleveland to Toledo and then a
"I LIVED HERE for
fellow student of mine drives
me down here," Graeber said. twelve years and I got my
masters' degree here, so I
THE TRIP takes four decided to continue," Graeber
By Lisa Boulanger
Arts l.dit..r

PARIS (AP) - The United
States offered yesterday to fly
out or send by sea to a neutral
country North Vietnamese
prisoners of war held in South
Vietnam.
The offer, make by AmTHE PLUMP GIRL went
home thinking she got a bassador David K.E. Bruce at
the Vietnam peace talks, was
bargain, and by the standards
THE GIRL WAS one of of the city's fast-expanding an effort to get the North
Vietnamese to agree to inhundreds of college students, commercial abortion referral
ternment in a neutral country
housewives, or career women business she did.
of prisoners of war held by
both sides. The United States
and South Vietnam made such
a proposal recently, but it was
in effect rpjcled by the North
Vietnam!'..!auuth Vietnam
holds
more than 1,700 North VietCLEVF.I.AND (AP) - The firm dumped 750 to 200,000 namese prisoners it is
federal grand jury in- pounds of industrial waste into prepared to send to a neutral
vestigating alleged pollution Fields Brook, a tributary of country. There are about 1,800
by northern Ohio industries the Ashtabula River.
American
prisoners or
Five counts against Allied missing in Southeast Asia, 339
returned
indictments
yesterday against four Chemical accused that firm of held by the North Vietnamese
SWEDEN HAS indicated It
dumping an average of 150
companies.
Those named in the latest pounds a day of suspended would be prepared to be
indictments were Diamond solid industrial waste into Mill helpful in the question of
Shamrock Corp., IRC Fibeis Creek storm sewer and the repatriatiin' prisoners if an
agreement can bo reached at
Co. division of American Cuyahoga River.
Meanwhile, attorneys for the Paris talks.
Cyanamid Corp., Cabot
North Vietnam and the Viet
Electric
Titania Corp. of Ashtabula the Cleveland
and Allied Chemical Corp. of Illuminating Co. and Olin Cong continued to insist
Corp. pleaded innocent to yesterday that the United
Cleveland
Diamond Shamrock was earlier federal water pollution States set a "reasonable"
withdrawal date for its troops
charged in two different in- indictments.
Pre-trial conferences are before other QJMttoM, indictments involving plants in
Painesville and Ashtabula.
to be held before dates are set cluding prisoner release, can
be brought up. The United
The firm was accused on 15 for jury trials.
counts of dumping eight lc 32
tons of suspended solid waste
a day into the Grand River
and Ijtke Erie at Painesville.

Time correction
Canton evangelist Elder Robert Williams will speak at
! 11:45a.m. Sunday in Prou Lhape] instead of at 11a.m. as
was reported in yesterday s News.
w-w*ews«**-s«-«w««w«^^

in four pollution cases

said.
The distance and expense
bother Graeber somewhat,
but he said "it was either this
or take six months off work to
complete my courses."
Graeber also has other ties
with Bowling Green. He owns
the Burger Chef here now,
and formerly owned both the
University Shop and what is
THERE WERE three
now Nichols' Clothiers.
"I enjoy coming back here. counts involving alleged
When I first lived in Bowling pollution at the Ashtabula
Green, the University had plant.
IRC Fibers was accused on
4,200 students and I got to
know most of the faculty. Now 14 counts of dumping three to
it's nice to come back to see 100 tons of suspended solids
and zinc industrial wastes into
old friends," he said.
And how does this com- Lake Erie from its Painesville
muter handle his studying plant.
Cabot Titania was cited on
problem'' Would you believe
in the wing section of a United five counts alleging that the
let?

States and South Vietnam
insist that North Vietnam also
must discuss withdrawal of its
forces from other Indochina
countries.
Earlier, North Vietnam
accused President Nixon of
ruining clvinces for peace in
Vietnam after the United
States had agreed to tialt
bombing of the North late in
1968.
North Vietnamese Minister
of State Xuan Thuy, speaking
to newsmen before the
opening of the 113th plenary
session of the Vietnam peace
talks, recalled that the Nov. 1,
1968, bombing halt had been
agreed to in talks between him
and Ambassador Averell
Harriman.
Lyndon B.
Johnson was president at the
time.
"EFFORTS FOR peace
made by Mr. Harriman and
me were, unfortunately fought
by Mr. Nixon," Thuy said.
"He violated the agreement
for an unconditional halt in the
bombing and other acts of war
against the North."
Thuy said Nixon must take
all the responsibility for the
stalemate in the talks, which
today entered their fourth
year. The talks began May 13,
1968, between Hanoi and
Washington, and were expanded the following January

to include the Viet Cong and
South Vietnam.
Nguyen
Van
Tien,
replacing Mrs. Nguyen Thi
Binh today at the head of the
Viet
Cong
delegation,
repeated the Communist
demand for the United States
to announce a date for complete withdrawal from South
Vietnam.
He said that if the United
States had agreed to set June
30 as the withdrawal date,
"the question of u ceasefire
between tiie Pnnn'
-irmed
forces of liberatto.i ind the
American Army ..1 outh
Vietnam, secur"
the
withdrawn!
American
troops and lla) qui.-uui. of
captured soldiers , uuld
already have been settled."

Coed's condition
remains critical
•\ n". Ann Tillotson,
InwutM . r.cl.i, remained in.
critical condition last night in'
St. Vincent's Hospital, Toledo.
The lima coed received
burns over 50 per cent of her
body early last
Saturday
morning, after she apparently
ignited her clothing after
taking drugs.

College

is a waste of
time
. . . unless you know, it will affect your future
a portfolio of business opportunities
by the college of business

Can'f aetouffo^ete
pi-zza P Nau<? one
deliuened-^Vow

random publicity and word of
mouth to inform the public
that abortions can be
arranged without a referral
fee.
In 22 states, there are laws
against advertising abortions,
but even in most of these
states an AP sampling shows
enforcement has not been
strict, often because officials
are unsure the laws apply to
advertisements which procure
legal abortions in another
state.

U.S. offers to move
North Viet POWs

Jury returns charges
Flying

seeking abortion don't know is
that hundreds of women each
week are being referred to
doctors, clinics and hospitals
by agencies which charge no
referral fee at all.
The reason for this lack of
knowledge is simple - the
nonprofit agencies don't
advertise.
While the commercial
agencies bombard newspaper
and radio stations across the
nation with ads, the nonprofit
agencies must depend on

May 17 18 . . . From 1 4 p.m.
Alumni Room, Ohio Suite
Capitol and River Room
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Education fund proposal cut in half

'■

Rumor Control 2-2930
Fact Line 2-2445
B.C. Opens at 8
Cartoons at 9
Fri, Sat, Sun Only

THE WILDEST BUNCH OF THE 70S

Committee trims Gilligan budget
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Republicans in a House
Health, Education and
Welfare subcommittee have
cut 50 per cent from Gov. John
J. Gilligan's request to increase funds for primary and
secondary education by $800
million over the next two
years.
They also threw out
Gilligan's proposal to reduce
property taxes by Jl 10 million.
The subcommittee action, if it

remains in the bill, would have
the effect of continuing local
property taxes as a primary
source of local school financing.
Gilligan called a news
conference in the afternoon to
speak on the budget revisions
which have yet to go to the full
committee.
HOUSE
MINORITY
Leader A.G. Undone (D-30)
Bellaire, called the cutbacks
horrible'.

ALPHA GAMS

Perrysburg, said, "I don't
know."
He said he thought the bill
would be ready by next week
but declined to predict what
day.
The budget has been
broken into three separate
bills for consideration by
committees but is expected to
be put back together in one
package for a vote.
Three
Cincinnati
legislators issued a Joint
statement Wednesday blasting
fellow Republicans willing to
support Gilligan's proposals.
"It appears certain

members of our party have
been
mesmerized
into
thinking uncontrolled spending makes for good government," they said.
The three were Reps.
Frank Mayfield Jr. (R-67),
Chester Cruze (R-48) and
Dale Schmidt (R-tt). They
called for a 50 per cent cut in
Gilligan's budget and for
abandonmenUf the income tax
proposal.
They also suggested a one
per cent hike in the sales tax
and expansion of the tax to
include alternative ways to
raise new revenues.

by Bruit parkar and Johnny hart

GET READY TO
TAKE IT!

COLOR
DOWN A HELL-RUN OF HATE

F?1:?"

replacing the property tax
with an income tax as the
basic local source of funds for
schools," Hovey said.
The action may have been
the beginning of a Republican
plan to scrap Gilligan's income tax proposal and replace
it by boosting present taxes.
Republican leaders have
promised to have a version of
Gilligan's $9.1 billion budget
ready for floor consideration
next week.
ASKED WHAT FORM he
thought the tax proposals
would take, House Speaker
Charles F. Kurfess (R-4),

THE WIZARD OF ID

This Is Your Nite!

..JlHGBl
UNCHAINED

"We know spending doesn't
solve all the problems but cuts
don't solve them either,"
Undone said.
He
said
several
Republicans want to cut
Gilligan's proposed $1.8 billion
welfare package for the next
two years by 8 per cent.
"What do they want to
do, kill every third kid,"
Lancione asked.
Finance Director Harold
Hovey called the GOP action
"drastic" but conceded it
would still give substantial
increase to schools.
"It destroys the hope for

aUHHH

Held over
Second Week

"S^..«fO»l»ll»MI«)Ml...,~*J)a1

Evo. oi 7:15, 9:30
Sol. Sun. Mol. ot 2)4S, 5

Th*» hit-pickin' ^V^i. •(3GIEa?8
RtM'KIM

'""I HRATINfl

/^ .'TABIVN-jv

CLaSSIFIED

WALT
DISNEY

■;: KM

t.lTl!

production*
NOW PLAYING
E... ol 7:30 - Sol 1 Sun Mol ot 2.30

Mltjy on your engagement.
The Plka PMra

THE BAREFOOT

CAMPUS

^EXECUTIVE
TECHNICOLOR'

olumbia Pictures Piwms The SAM SPIEGEL-DAVID LEAN Productioi
IIIIMU.

:■"-——

Friday,

CALENDAR
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Bowliaf Greee felcea coacert banes. Jon Plrraoi. conductor, 8:00 p.m., Grand Ballroom, University Union

INBIIII

Plot: Evo oi 8:50 Sol Sun Mol ol 2, 4: 15 BONGO

"Fuek aad Color" One-Man (how of painting! by Wade S.
Thompson ot St. Paul, Minnesota library, bid floor
lounge, library hours until May 16

STAND9ti.;i>ALONE!

Theatre PToducbea "The Autumn Garden" 8:00, The Joe
E. Brown Theatre. 26 cents university students. 50 cents
high school, 81.50 sdults

This Week Only

/y

,/ UNArjlMUUblY
/
A( i l MMtl •■
"ONE OF THE ALL TIME
GREAT FILMSI"
WINNI H I II 7
ACADEMY AWARDS

Cricket match agslnat Case Western Reserve University,
Finnegan Field. CWRU, 1:00 pm Sunday, May 18
Saturday.

Kingsize Waterbed
AND INSULATING PAD

mclud iKi

■ DMil Mil ■

.

. b'U bPilOII ..*>••. OWD lf»N

.- , ■

'uwiuns.oiira*

42.88

•<

" i'«*l*l

ncfncoio^lGJ-— s-il^

LCifrteinaZ

1

y, May 18
Chess Crab Sunday 2pm-5pm Wayne. Room, Union

II iu:s Of i III i PARKINO
Raw lur:

Tel.

Ul-CltJ

NOW PI. AY INC".
E... ol 7:10 -_ Sol & Sun Mol 3: 15
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER 'Boil Adroit'
CLENDA JACKSON

18

Theatre Predurtlea: "The Autumn Garden". The Joe E.
Brown Theatre. 8pm, 25 cents 50 cents high school
students, 81.50 adulls

BEST PICTURE I

K GUINNESS ANIHONY QUINN JAM HAWKINS jOSf FERREH ANIHONY QUAYLE
illOE RAINS ARIHUR KENNEDY.. OMAR SHARK . ■
,PtltR O'TOOLE

May

Vemstecrs seeded to take petitions to local supermarkets.
All Interested by at the Nest, Union at 8:10 sm Saturday,
May 15

MIKE

QUALITY AQUARIAN WATER BED
10 YEAR GUARANTEE
JERR

BOWLING GREEN UNIVERSITY SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 1871 competitions winners. Emil Raab, conductor, 2:30 Grand Ballroom, Union

The Waterbed
Room
1822 Adams

Open 11 am-10pm Daily
12-6 Sunday

Theatre ProdarUon: "The Autumn Garden" 8:00 pm. The
Jos E. Brown Theatre.

Y

Please come worship God In fellowship with one another
Preut Chapel, 11:3* am, Sunday May 16. 1871
Gases Who C*acert, Memorial Hall, 8:00 pm Sunday May
1*
Lecture by Dr. Glardlna: "Southern Africa and the U.N.;
the State Department Responds" Monday May 17,
Moseley. Room 200 at 7pm Public Is Invited
F«Jk Daace Eikloltioa by International Folk Dancers ot
Toledo. Ohio, free. St. Mark's Lutheran Church, 1:90 pm
Monday

Birth.. .Death.Whatdo you do
In btttreen-may we help?
Portfolio of Business Opportunity 17-11. May 1-4 pm
Alumni. Capitol, River Room*
Connie: Happy 20th B4ay
Love, me. Sue, Deb
WANTED: Young man single
and free experience In love
preferred but will accept a
young trainee. Call lux 3714*81
Big Jeannle: You're the beat
big any little could have!
Alpha Gam Love, Little Becky
Myrna
and
J.T.:
Congratulations to two of my
favorite people on your pinning. SaUy
Congratulations Jan and
Debbie and Steve on
Alpha
Phi-Kappa
lavallerlngs -Alpha
Pledges

Ken,
your
Sig
Phi

Folk in the Cardinal Room
I 30-11 30pm FREE FREE
Tonight
«
Saturday
Congrats to PATTY MTTCHF.I.I. on being elected Jr.
Panhel V.Prea-your ALPHA
PH] sisters
To my great .lew big, Mary Jo.
With Alpha Gam love, your
kicky little. Marianne
FOR

SALE

Cleveland
needed tor
Year-round
Rich

OR

RENT

area roommate
apartment there.
starting In July
3*1-011*

Dune Buggy-353-2*12. (10 N.
Main Apt B
1W8 Suzuki (Ore -1180 372-2176,
3524138

No cover charge
Fri. & Sat. nite
ALAN BATES
OLIVER REED
GLENDA JACKSON JENNIE LINDEN
«MhSv5SUl$«-»

Early bird
special
from 8-9

D.H.LAWRENCES

WOMEN IN LOVE'
LARRY KRAMER

KEN RUSSELL

Thurs. is
2 for 1 nite

?'BAJRD MARTINTOSEN COLOR by DeLuxe*
~^f»

United Artwti

PLUS
Evo. at 9:35 - Sol ft Sun Mot ot 4:40
ACADEMY AWARD WINNING
Bott Pletuf. ond" Bolt Actor of 1949
NOW RATED -R-

Wed. & Sun.-

Old time flicks
=at th<

(•()U)K..DtLu».

'

United Arum

Gigolo

LOST
AND
FOUND Wade
and
Sandy
CongrstulaUons on your Alpha
2*. year old medium site dog, Slg-DelU Zeta Isvallerlng
part collie, Found In BGSU from the awiwan of Alpha
Library.
154-11*1 Sigma PM
The future belongs to those
who are prepared-Are You?
be sure Portfolio ot Business
Opportunities 17-11 May 1-4
pen Alumni. Capitol, River
Bike Found-between Home Rooms
Econ Bldg * Grad Can. Mon
Hand carved wedding bands,
nite. Fixed. 3534175
IB K. gold, design your own or
Need Ride to OU Fri Call 372- we will help you. Vatan's 1ft*
N. Main
Ml

FOUND: Medium site, dark
collie with hurt front leg.
Answers to Christine. Call 2570*

For Sale: set of Keystone W.Mickey Thompson ores 875;
Stiver ton amp k noble baas
guitar each 875. call 354-1412
Honeywell Pentax Spotmattc.
50mm n. 4, case, camera hag.
cable release, tri-pod, 8235
Ann, contact Zlg or drop a
note to Box 7* U-Hall
For Sale: M VW Bug Red,
excellent condition ph 361-5467
1870 OPEL Kadett It letre
5000 Ml extras mat sell 35263*1

RIDERS WANTED-Meroortal EUGENE- Congrats on a
weekend to N.M.U. or Nor- great game last Saturday • 3 For Sale Farflsa compact
organ
call
372-18*0
thern Mich. Call Stan 352-5354 Dog Night
PERSONALS

Guess Who's coming to B.G.
on May ltth? Don't miss

Dodo number 15 1*0?) I lore
you. It's bean the bast two
years of my life Even If the
lavalier has tarnished my love
hasn't. Love Dummy Number

them''

Sundsy-GUESS
Satarday-GUESS

WHO?
WHAT?

ATTENTION:
Vietnam
Veterans against the war k
ROTC We need your help for
• demonstration similar to
chose waatuctsd recently by
Vets In Washington. Please
call Keith 1-1143
GUESS WHO? GUESS WHOGUESS WHO? GUESS WHO?
Heap Ban the Can help circulate petlUoni at local
supermarkets- Sat May UV
Mett In the Union at »:30 am
Dabble, congrthilstlons on
being chosen 3rd runmr-ep to
Mlaa Bowling Green. DZ love,
the titters

61 Rambler Amor, convrt 3*47311 altar I

For Sale: •*» house trailer
Condolences to SAE bigs. Jim 12x15 with washer-dryer,
and Don, from the "package excellent condition ph 3544454
deal".
1* vol. Encyclopedia InDiscover uses for your lematlonal-never used. Call
educaUon why be underemployed or enbemployed-Portfolio ot Dutttwts Op- For Sale: Cheapo! It**
portunities 17-18 May 14pm Triumph TR4A. Must sell. Can
Aumnl, Capitol, River Rooms be seen 41* S. Summit
MEN: Want women to fall into For Salt: 1* spttd touring
your arms? Contact Women'» bike 835.00 mutt tell Vital
Gymnastic Team 2-220*
1 bridesmd ill lean, headConnie Martin
pieces. 1-Iavendar. 1-plnk,
Hofflt-I hate to be a nagging daiety aim. sue 7 and 1 Orig
girlfriend, but please buy our 88* bast otter call 37*48**
GUESS WHO tickets before For Salt: 18*7 Dodge Dart
8*15, call J4*62 ask lor Bob.
they're toed out.
To Jeannle and Jan: We're
really high for the two
greatest bigs. Your Alpha
Gams littles Love. Jane and
Pat
Congratulation to Speaker and

Three light wel«ht boys blkea
and two frames ScnwiMi all
for lit*. Pboot WI-M14

'I

IN* YAMAHA Mcc good
condition 351-7156

66 VW Bug. excellent. H75,
JM-735"

Couplee' Need housing' We
welcome you Stadium View
Apt! JS2-50M

IMS Austln-Healy-Sprite ph.
6M-3490 liter 6

Brand new deluxe 2 bedroom
apt available for lease from
June 15.1871 to August 11.1871
Alubma for sale. Cocker, SRC furnished, carpeted, gas heat
etc.
Larry
351-8137 and air conditioning 8180 per
month all utilities paid except
Van for sale, new engine electricity ph J59-7UI
8400 00 or beat offer Steve 353Apt for summer-2 bedrm

M

For Sale: Mint 1968 Datsun 0558
8800. 5 speed, fog lights white
with red interior 82100. Also Apt to sublet summer qtr furn
18*5 Karmanghla coupe, snd air cond Univ. Cts 352-7333
orange with gas heater, tach.
M hp, luggage rack, asking 2 guys needed-eublet summer
8700 419-7*443*5 evenings
Unlv Crts-cheap 352-7806 sir
cond Fantastic deal!
2nd Hand Shop 325 N Grove
Good used furniture
Needed 2-3-4 M or F to sublet
apt for summer cheap June
U.S. divers scuba tank and Free 351-7403
Double hose regulator, Inquire
Winthrop Terrace now renting
B.C. News Office
for summer and fall terms. 23-4 man opts furn sir cond
Apartments
k
Rooms, pool, laundermat. ph 352-0135
summer across from campus. between 2 sm-4 30 pm 400
■MM
Napoleon Rd office. Special
sum. rates for marrteds
Apt for summer-air cond.
"June Free" 1-2-1 people call 1 female roommate wanted to
Lynn
151-5712 share
apartment
Fall
quarter. 810 off rent. Nice
Summer
School?
Why apartment call 2-4481
sublease make your own deal.
Low summer rates. 1 blocks Apt to sublet summer:
2
from campus. 3 bedroom bdroom fun-air cond-JUNE
furnished apartments air PAID 352407*
conditioning 81*432 Second St.
phone 353-0115
JUNE FREE' Palmer Apt.
Three man call 352-0078
Male roommate summer quorate 3544*41 2 man apt
Apt to sublet summer-1 bdrrp
turn-air conujune Paid, 353JUNE FREE! 1 bdr Green- tza
view Apt 3*1-5414 after 3
SUMMER FUN IN THE SUN
One bedroom, working male STUDIES DONE. Greenview
or female graduate student Apts. Good rates call 151-1195,
with or without kitchen 2pm4pm Mon thru Sat
privileges. Call after 6 pm 35178*6
Apt to sublease summer 1
blocks from campus, 1 bed
June Paid! Apt to sublease for call Chip or Tom 353-S571
summer Greenview Apts call
351-1171
Need 3 f. only 1*0 each for the
summer 353-4011
CHEAP! Apt for 3-4 for
summer air cond 351-5*88
Greenview
Apts
FALL
vacancies call 351-1 IBS ZpmAir-cond apt to be subleased (pm Mon thru Sat
June Free. ThursUn Manor
•cross from Mac West. Apt 117 available Lmmed. elf apt 8*0 a
1514113
mo. Including utilities ph JUJUS
1 male needed this summer
furnished, 3-man Stadium 1 f. needed to sublet tor
View Apt own bedroom, pool summer. 8*0 Greenview Apts
air cond 870-mo 3514*98
Nancy 3544381
Now renting 1 and 1 bedroom
apartments tor summer term
and alto leasing for 71-71
school year. For Appointment
3544114 or 354-1144 after 5

JUNE FREE! 8111 for enure
sum. 1F needed tor 4 man apt
pool, air cond. utilities paid.
Winthrop South Apts 351-0548

WE WANT YOU!
persons needed to
For rent 3 bdrm apts-1 bdrm summer U Cts
apts summer and fall ph 352- conditioning, free
best offer 3524013
JUNE FREE-extras 1 bdrm
greenview apt 3514231 aftler 5

1-24 or 4
sublet for
Free sir
cable TV

Air-cond. apt for 4 1 blocks
from Umv 1524337

Furn 2 bdrm a -e apt available Cheapest summer apartment
for summer. June free 352- sublet 1-4 men for U Courts
78*
only 140 per man 2-4*55
2 M rm needed lor apt 71-71 Modern one bedroom apartcall 3714*81
ment fully furnished Phone
3*1*6*1 after 6 pm
URGENT-wt toll need people
to subleatefor summer... 353- Must sublease 1 openings st
7*3*
Valentine Apartments for the
ph 1514753
1 br ham. Greenview apt for
Apts lor turnmer It fall
Rental tor 14 people. Call
4th girl needed for 4 man Boggs. Newbr. Btvins 361apartment beginning fall 5111 3614071
quarter Call Kay 1-1*84
Urgently needed 4 to sublet
Sublease
lor
apt far stanxtatr. Call 3U46ai
cheap apt 7-7*7 *th St. call
3*14115
Uptight? CeaATTENTION:

tattd? rv»totattoD.Coitilillng
IS*
S.S.

Married Center

Crisis Phone 352-PLUS
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Prof addresses Symposium

Coeds lead sexual trends
College students.especially
white females who have
learned about sexuality before
marriage, are in the vanguard
of the current sexual
revolution, according to Dr.
Ira Reiss of the University of
Minnesota.
Addressing the Human
Sexuality Symposium Wednesday, Dr. Reiss said that
despite recent changes in
attitude there is still a "sex
difference" which is not
physiological, but which
comes from the conception
men and women have of their
roles.
Women still give the
marital role top priority and
place the occupational role
second, which makes them
husband-and family-oriented,
he said, adding that men have
the opposite view of their
roles.

N.wtPhoto by Brian St.ff.nt

Sun bath

Perhaps it's another one of those poor victims of the I can never
seem to lind-a book on the shelf syndrome. Or perhaps it's just
someone talking a nap on a sun-warmed bench outside the Library.

Judge drops six charges
against accused Panthers
NEW YORK (AP) - All 13
Black Panthers charged with
conspiring to bomb buildings
and murder policemen were
acquitted on all counts by a
jury Thursday.
The verdict came less than
four hours after deliberation
began.
The defendants, most of
whom have been in jail for
more than two years, listened
intently as jury foreman
James Fox began to read the
verdict to the court, responding "not guilty" 156 times to
the court clerk's question of
what the jury found on each
count for each defendant.
The case went to the jury at
1:22 p.m. after a trial that
lasted eight months and had

been preceded by seven
months of pretrial hearing,
The trial, which began 15
months ago with hearings
marked by disruptions and
heated exchanges between the
judge,
defendants
and
lawyers, is the longest
criminal proceeding in the
history of New York State and
has cost an estimated $2
million.
The jurors, after hearing
eight months of testimony,
will have to decide between
the defense attorneys' contention that their clients were
merely "blusterers," and the
prosecution's charge that the
Panthers planned a terrorist
campaign for the height of the
Easter shopping season in

1969.
The original 30-count indictment against the group
charged them with conspiring
to bomb police stations,
department stores and subway trains and to kill
policement.
Nine of those indicted were
never apprehended or tried in
separate proceedings.
Two of the 13-Richard
Moore and Michael Taborjumped bail last February
and are now reported to be in
Algeria.
The prosecution
called it an admission of guilt
and they are being tried in
absentia.
In submitting to the Jury
only 12 of the 30 counts,
Murtagh set side, but did not

Living doss probes values
Beginning next fall quarter
and continuing throughout tiie
academic year, an in-depth
living project, in which students will explore personal
and social values will be offered through the Experimental Studies Program.
Each quarter a group
consisting of ten students, five
men and five women, will live
off-campus
in
several
locations, one of which will
serve as a focal point for
group activities.
"The project offers an
opportunity for students to
•drop out' of their present
learning environment where
they are confronted with
potentially conflicting values,
and to evaluate and experience new values in a
supportive environment,"
explained Rev. Ross Miller,
director of UCF, which is
providing
the
physical
facilities and academic
assistance for the project.
INSTEAD OF TAKING a
normal class schedule, participants will enroll in 10-12
hours of independent study in
which they will be working
with faculty members on oneto-one relationships concerning questions of values.
Dr. Neil Browne, assistant
professor of economics, will
co-ordinate the academic
portion of the program for the
fall quarter. In addition, he
will be the adviser in a

COME TO
BUCKS BAR
DANCING
OPEN TILL 2:30

809 S. Mail

required
four-hour
experimental studies seminar,
in which the participants will
meet formally as a group to
discuss what they have done
on individual bases.
Students involved in the
project will be requested not
to work at any job during the
quarter, since this might
interfere with the activities of
the individual or the group.
Participants will pay
regular tuition fees, as well as

$150 for housing for the
quarter.
The amount of
money spent on food will vary
with the individuals.
Provisions will be made for
persons experiencing difficulty in fulfilling previous
rent obligations or payment
for food.
Persons interested in the
project can contact Neil
Browne, the Experimental
Studies Department, or the
UCF.

drop, minor charges of
weapons and explosive
posessions and other counts.
Six of the jurors are white
professional men and one is
Puerto Rican. The five black
jurors-four men and one
woman-include welfare
workers, a musician and a
retired longshoremen.
The prosecution based its
case on the testimony of four
undercover agents, who infiltrated the Panther party in
1966 and 1969 and reported
daily on its activities.

marriage, the use of some
type of drug or alcohol when
dating, and the privacy the
Another change that has couple is usually given.
taken place is the recent inOne consequence of the
crease in the non-virginity sexual revolution is a society
rate for college sophomores. more fit for different types of
Dr. Reiss said that for years people because they can
the rates was about 20 per cent practice these different types
but in the last four or five
years it has increased to
nearly 40 per cent.

of life styles, Dr. Reiss said.
The risk involved is that
people are forced to make
their choice of life style a
rational one to such a high
degree that number of
possibilities can cause people
to run randomly through thechoices, he said.

sexual partners during her
life.

By Gale Bogle
Staff Reporter

THE LEGITIMATION of
different life styles as well as
changes in courtship patterns.
are the factors which mosl
distinguish 1971 from the past.
Dr. Reiss said.
According to Dr. Reiss.
couples who choose to live
together are not involved in a
threat or a substitute for
marriage.
He said the couple does not
need marriage to legitimate
their relationship, but only
needs it to legitimize any
children they may have. If the
couple doesn't want children,
Dr. Reiss continued, they
don't need marriage.
Couples are also now
discussing extra-marital sex
before they are actually
married, Dr. Reiss said.
ONE OF THE greatest
changes men are coping with
is the greater aggressiveness
of young women, which means
men are now the ones who
have to learn to say no to sex,
according to Dr. Reiss.
However he said he doesn't
see "random copulation" ever
evolving. He added that there
is still a "remarkable amount
of restraint" a.id the average
female only has one or two

Students organize fund

Increases of this size may
eventually result in a 20-75 per
cent non-virginity rate before
marriage, with marriages
coming later in life ai.J more
women chosing not to marry
at all. he said.
DR. REISS SAID that the
historical trend has always
been that men are not virgins,
so the change has come with
the greater participation of
women from the upper and
middle classes in a greater
sexual freedom.
The prime reason for this
has been the courtship system
that has developed.
"The amazing thing is that
anyone would come through
this system virginaily," Dr.
Reiss, pointing out the length
of time people date before

for cultural programs
The
Cultural
Boost
Program is a revolving fund
that is being set up by the
Student Body Organization.
Students received a card in
their registration packet
requesting that they donate a
S3 optional fee to the program.
According to Steve Hoffman, vice president for
cultural affairs, the fee will be
used to sponsor concerts,
movies and speakers to the
campus.
THE AMOUNT allocated
for cultural affairs from the
student's general fee does not
provide enough money for the

The $25 gift
you can give
for $18.75.

ygysysygy
Student Special

At

Ye Olde Boars
Head Inn
Chicken or Fish Dinmr
Includes 2 pieces of Chicken o. F,sh
Fries and Bevcagc OOA
WITH THIS COUPON

Offer Good Until May 31

Now leasing
fak.ito* in America.

STUDENT APTS.
° or 12 month and

FUTURE CPA'S

summer leases

IEARN NOW ABOUT THE
NEXT CPA EXAM

NOVEMIH 1-5, 1*71
THE BECKER
TPA REVIEW COURSE
Cleveland

Keep up to date
with todays fashions
Come to

number and quality of events;,
the students want, he said. '.
The fund will be used for'
and administered by students.
It will help defray the costs of
bringing in a good cultural
program, because the Student
Body Organization must pay
in advance for the programs I
they sponsor, Hoffman explained.
In effect, students will be
donating $1 per quarter to be
collected in the fall because
there can not be a good
cultural program without
more money, according to .
Hoffman.

Fornith.d 2 Br-.lr
Clot, lo Comput
Individually Conlroll.d
air conditioning and h.atlng
Woll-fo-woll cofp.ting
Cabl. T.l.villan
Retponttv. Manog.m.nl 24 hour.

(216) 861-5290
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OSU could tie BG in MLA
By Jack Carle
Assistant Sports Editor
A tough Ohio State team la
the last obstacle on the
Bowling Green lacrosse
team's pa"1 ,0 another Impressive winning year.
The Falcons travel to
Buckeye land tomorrow to
play OSU, considered by
many one of the toughest
teams In the league. So far in
the Midwestern Lacrosse
Association the Bucks are 4-2
and If they win tomorrow they
will tie BG for second in the

conference.
OSU's overall
mark is 6-3.
In their latest game, OSU
defeated Oberlin College 11-8.
It took six goals by attackman
Skip Van Bourgondlen In the
second half to win that game
for the Bucks.
Van
Bourgondlen, a sophomore,
has 21 goals and two assists in
nine games to lead the Bucks.
"They may have the best
attack In the league, led by
Van Bourgondlen," said
Falcons coach Mickey
Cochrane.

OHIO STATE'S other two
attackmen are another
sophomore Jeff Peterson with
10 goals and 14 assists and
senior Kick Askerberg with 16
goals and two assists.
The three attackmen
between them have 47 goals
and 18 assists compared to
BG's total of 46 goals and 28
assists for the attack. The
Falcons have played one more
game than the Buckeyes.
Coach Cochrane indicated
that OSU has an adequate
midfield and an excellent

KC Royals looking for
'burned up1 Carl Taylor
KANSAS CITY (AP) Outfielder Carl Taylor of
Kansas City who burned his
sweatshirt in a locker room In
Baltimore after taking
himself out of a game with the
Orioles, did not contact the
Royal's Thursday.
"We're concerned about
his welfare and we'd like to
talk to him," said Cedric
Tallls,
executive
vice
president
and
general
manager of the Kansas City
club.
TAYLOR LEFT the field In
the sixth inning Wednesday
night.
The Royals returned to
Kansas City after finishing the
game and just where Taylor
was has not been established.
One report was that he had

Cricket club
whips Cleveland
by 107-71 count
The Bowling Green Cricket
Club knocked off the
Cleveland West Indian Cricket
Club, 107-71 on May 9.
In the first inning
Cleveland scored 19 runs while
BG got all their scoring, 107.
Then in the second Cleveland
scored 52 runs but fell far
short of the BG team.
MEMBERS
OF
the
Bowling Green team include
Errol Urn (Guyana), Ray
Masiah (Guyanai. Walley
Campbell Jauioica), Ray
Evans (Jamaica), Ramesh
Sambat (India), Savinder
Singh (India), Ellie Bowman
(St. Vincent, West Indies),
Aggrey Thurairatnam
(Ceylon), Chaheen Moxaffer
(Pakistan) Ayo Adelana
(Nigeria), and Nobby Emmanuel (South Africa).

taken a plane to Detroit.
, "He is worried about his
mother, who is critically ill,"
Tallis said. "He Is worried
about his hitting."
Tallis also said, "He's not
mad at the club, he's not mad
at Manager Bob Lemon."
LEMON SUSPENDED the
player after the Incident but
the Royals said they were
making no move to fill the
vacancy on their roster.
Taylor figured In another

incident In the first game of
the series with Baltimore. He
charged in to make a diving
catch of a fly ball and walked
off the field thinking he had
made the third putout. When
the umpire ruled the ball had
been trapped Taylor became
enraged and ran toward the
umpire. His teammates
rushed to protect the umpire
and Cookie Rojas, Royals'
infielder, was knocked to the
ground by Taylor in the ex?ltement.

Next to last weekend
for BG diamondmen
Bowling Green's baseball
team heads into its next to the
last weekend of the season
against Eastern Michigan and
the University of Cincinnati.
The diamondmen will
travel to Eastern today for a
single game starting at 3:30
p.m. and hope to avenge an
earlier 7-6 setback at Stellar
Field.
Tomorrow the Falcons will
play host to a tough UC
Bearcat team in a 1 p.m.
doubleheader.
EASTERN, THE national
champions in the 1970 NAIA
College World Series, have
again been selected to play in
the post season affair.
They are led by rightflelder
Dave Veager who was hitting
.330 going into last Tueday's
game with Kent State. Third
baseman Mike Ferguson was
hitting .319 Yeager made a
great catch of a homerunhoiiml fly ball against the
Falcons May 4. The Hurons
boast of a fine fielding team
that can usually strangle its
opponents if not at the bat
first.
Eastern
has
beaten
Detroit, 9-7, the team BG beat,
12-7, but also lost by a 6-5
count. They've also beaten
Kent State, 4-2, but lost to
Michigan, 14 and 2-0. BG lost
to UM. 3-2 and 2-1. The Hurons
were 13-15-1 going into their
game with Kent last Tuesday.
The Bearcats, meanwhile,
could give the Falcons more
troubles than they care for in

Saturday's twin bill.
THEY HAVE five starters
banging out better than .300
with third baseman Butch
Alberts hitting .338. Second
baseman Jim Eaton is second
with a .333 average.
On the mound UC will
probably use Terry faille (6-2,
2.65 ERA) and Dan Walton (63, 1.93 ERA). The Bearcats
have beaten Ohio State two of
three (BG lost two), Ohio one
of two (BG lost two) but have
lost to Miami twice. They
were leading the Redskins
Tuesday when rain halted the
game.
Cincinnati will be bringing
in a heady 23-14 record for
their final two games of the
season.
Coach Dick Young is expected to go with Doug Hair,
Jeff Lessig and Jim Meerpohl
in the three games this
weekend.
BG is coming off a 12-7
victory over Detroit Tuesday
that broke a four game losing
streak and make their record
13-20.
With seven games
remaining. Bowling Green
still has a chance to reach the
.500 mark on the season.
Of those 20 setbacks, 14
have been by one run.
Young will be readying his
charges for the first annual
Northwest Ohio Classic which
will bring Toledo, Marshall
and Bowling Green together
for a three-day round-robin
championship starting next
Thursday. The games will be
played at Bowling Green and
Toledo.

Varsity Club
Meeting
Patrick QuivvyMurphy
Yesterday, Brother
"Paddy" Murphy
passed away expectedly due to
complications which
occured when an
enterprising old
wino doctor attempted
to tap Paddy's kidney
after his urine sample
showed to be 90 proof

Paddy's body
will be displayed
tonight at SAE
Fraternity house
Calling Hours—
will be from 7-10 pm

Open to Campus
Community

WHERE: 115 Education Building
WHEN: 1:00 P.M., Sunday, May 16

defense and goalie. In the Elsmo has 19 points on 13
Denison game the Buckeyes' goals and six assists.
The game time tomorrow
goalie Chris Abele stopped 21
shots that were on the nets is 2 p.m. on the North Athletic
p'thouoh Denison scored 16 Facility complex at Ohio Sate.
times.
The stickers will then have
•■(ILK MAIN JOB will be the alumni game May 22 at 2
for our defensemen to stop p.m. to close out their season.
their high-powered attack.
Also our attack must beat
their defense and the midfields must play even,'"
commented Cochrane.
The Falcons are led in
scoring by attackman Steve
Sachse with 10 goals and 19
assists for 29 points.
Creaseman Bruce Correll was
23 goals and three assists for
26 points.
The third leading scorer is
first team all-American John
Brizendine with 20 points on 15
goals and five assists. The
stickers' other attackman Lelf

sports

Linksmen try luck
at Ashland
By Joe Burchlck
Sports Writer
With the Bowling Green
golf team just missing topping
Mid-American Conference
power Ohio University in a
golf match last Tuesday, the
Falcons will have two more
opportunities to edge out the
Bobcats before the curtain Is
lowered on this season.
The Falcons, nipped by OU
in a quadrangular match on
the Bobcats' home course
Tuesday, will be out for a little
revenge at the Ashland
College Invitational this
weekend and at the MAC links
championships the following
weekend.
The BG squad threw a big
scare at Ohio U. Tuesday as
they nearly handed the
veteran laden OU Juggernaut
a
stunning
defeat.
The Bobcats copped the
quadrangular victory with
374. BG was two strokes back
at 376. Toledo placed third at
384 and Marshall finished last
at 395.
"It was a story of their top
sophomore Mike McPhie the
MAC'S top sophomore playing
poorly and we playing well,"
commented coach John Piper.
"When all your players finish
in the 70's and you have to
discard a 79 as the high score,
well that in encouraging."
OU'S MIKE Brugner was
medalist for the quadrangular
with a par 72. BG freshman
Steve Bloweres was team and
runner-up medalist with 73.
Other Falcons scores Included
John Anderson and Dick Erick
75, Jimmy Smith 76, Rick
Faulk 77, and Jim Stone 79.
Eight teams will comprise
the select field in the Ashland
Invitational this weekend.
There will be a university
division which will have BG,
Ohio U., Toledo, and Kent
State competing against one
another and a.college division
involving competition bet-

ween
Ashland,
Akron,
Youngstown State, and
Cleveland State.
The two day 36 hole affair
will be played at the plush
Ashland Country Club with 18
holes being played today and
Saturday.
The Falcons were second to
Ohio Universitylastyear at the
Ashland and will certainly be
hoping to overcome the
Bobcats this weekend.
"WE WOULD certainly
like to beat out Ohio U. this
year," said Piper.
"They
certainly will be more aware
of our presence after the close
call they had with us Tuesday.
"But we Just can not just
concentrate
on
Ohio
University," Piper added, "as
we have to contend with both
Kent State and Toledo. Kent
has been playing some fine
golf since winning the Bronco
Invitational. Toledo will be out
to get us as we have edged
them out a few times so far
this season. It should be a
fairly interesting
tournament."
Almost
beating
OU
Tuesday and with the MAC
championships coming up
next week, there is a
possibility that the linksmen
could be looking ahead to the
MAC championships.
But
Piper is denying that
possibility.
"IN COLLEGE golf a team
usually gets ready for the
tournament at hand, Piper
declared. It usually does not
look ahead to any specific
tournament. We are now at a
good psychological point and
have been playing some really
good golf since the Bronco
Invitational. We will be going
into the Ashland Invitational
to do the best that we possibly
can."
Playing for the Falcons at
Ashland this weekend will be
Faulk, Anderson, Smith,
Blowtrs, Erick and Stone.

20% Off oi most Guitars
In Our Stock, This Does Not

Year's Officers

saving the best for MACs
ByVinMaanix
Assistant Sports Editor
It might be a case of
"there's just too damn many
of 'em" today when the
Falcons track team "tripleduels" Eastern Michigan and
Taylor University at 3:15
today at Whitaker Track.
With the MAC Championships next weekend
Bowling Green finds itself
pitted against a very competent bunch of "horses" from
Ypsilanti, who besides having
more individual talent, have
as many as four to six guys in
each event.
The only way coach Brodt
could get that many running
for the Falcons would be to
hustle some people out of the
stands during the meet.
Brodt just might have to do
that because of the loss in
team personnel due to injuries.
"WITH EDDIE (Wrtkins)
out we can forget about some
of the sprints." said Brodt.
"We've also got some guys
just coming back from injuries, but I'm not about to
push them since the MAC is so
close."
One such ace who Brodt
will hold onto a week longer is
quartermiler Luke Fullencamp, out since the Penn
Relays with a groin muscle
pull. Luke could probably hold
his own against Eastern's
"animals" but in a team effort, the mile relny for
example, his single eifort

wouldn't be enough.
"Even when the team was
whole, their best time (3:19.)
is stil' eight seconds slower
than Eastern's," Brodt
pointed out. "This would be a
good test for them, but It's
come at the wrong ttme."
FOR
MIKE
Worth,
however, the test couldn't
have been better timed.
Mike's a hammer thrower,
and his competition today is
Eastern's John Smiley who
threw his personal best last
week of 1737. Mike also got his
best heave ever his last time
out two weeks ago, 156'3.
When It comes to hammer
throwing the MAC has the
nation's best, the top two of
whom are Kent's Al Schotteman and Jacques Accambray. Both are currently

Another game
for Villapiano
Phil Villapiano, Bowling
Green's most valuable football player, and MAC
"Defensive Player of the
Year" in 1970 has been named
to the 1971 College All-Star
squad which will face the
NFL's champion Baltimore
Colts in Chicago's Soldier
Field July 30.
THE
225-POUND
linebacker from Oakhurst,
N.J., was the only MAC player
named to the 52 man squad
announced by head coach
Rlanton Collier.

For New Business on and after May 10
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There's potential but little time
By Fred R. Ortllp
Assistant Sports Editor
When head football coach
Don Nehlen went into spring
football practice almost a
month and a half ago, he knew
there was a lot of work to be
accomplished -even more so
than in past years since he had
plenty of wet*behind-the eared
sophomores.
Now that the spring grind
has been completed '
80 "out of season' gndderi,
Nehlen admits there .1 still a
heckuva way to go before the
season and league opener
Sept. 18 at Ohio University.
"When we went into spring
ball we had a problem," said
Nehlen. "We have some great
personnel but not enough
positions to put them in.
Consequently, we did a lot of
switching all spring and you
can't expect these kids to do
the job overnight in a new
position."
For this reason there were
a great many mistakes made
In the spring game last
Saturday that wouldn't occur
ordlnarily. "Thefilms showed
the mistakes were easily
correctable," Nehlen said.
"They were Just little things
that experience will take care
of."

White, 14-7, on two second half
touchdowns, but Nehlen was
pleased with several individual efforts.
"Strong tackle John
Czerwinski played the best
he's played in a long time," he
said. "He continues to get
better. Likewise Bob Martin,
the sophomore quick guard,
looked good as did Jerry
Fields. Paul Miles and Jamie
Henneberry
although he
didn't play that much. You
look at it and can't help but
think it's the team of the
future."
Nehlen was also impressed
with sophomore signal-caller
Joe Babies, the 5-11, 173
pounder who led the frosh last
year to four straight victories.
"I was impressed with the
way he handled the team,"
noted Nehlen. Babies directed
both teams to all its scoring,
including the 55-yard TD
heave to wingback John Cook
in the first quarter.

NEHLEN ALSO liked the
way some of Babic's freshmen
teammates handled themselves.
Tom Hall, John
Villapiano and Bill Centa all
looked good at the linebacker
spot for the White and all three
will be fighting for the chance
to play along with senior Rich
Duetemeyer who will start at
THE BROWN
offense one llnebacking spot.
Two others, Tony Bell, a 6(made up of first teamers)
wasn't exactly Tangerine 3, 200-pound wingback and
Bowl material in nipping the Brian Cross, a 6-2, 237-pound

Congratulations to
1971-72 A.C.E. Officers
Sue Hewitt
Kay Hertenstein
Jan Swartz
Theresa Downs
Gayle Hoke
Diane Headstrom

President
V. President
Sec - Treas.
Membership
Publicity
Service Project
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in the 215-220 range and went
one-two in the 1971 indoor
NCAA championships.
Worth will be throwing
against these two next
weekend so today's contest
should be an excellent primer. .
"Mike
hasn't
been
throwing that well lately, but
he is capable of hitting 170',"
said Jim Reardon, Mike's
hammer
throw
tutor.
"Smiley's not out of reach."
"IF MKE CAN get one out
around 165 early, say in his
first two or three throws, the
pressure will be on Smiley,"
Jim said. "Mike's just got to
watch his fouling, because in
his last two meets he's fouled
on 165'-phis throws."
"He's gotta get that big one
early, though, because if he
does that'll be the shot in the
arm for the MACs."
The rest of the Falcons, the
distance crew in particular,
won't be shooting up too much '
adrenalin today, rather they'll
be saving all they can for a
super high in the conference
championships at OU.
"Nobody's running any
more than two events, and
they'll be short distances at
that," said Brodt. "The two
mile will be our longest.
"Going into the conference ,
championships, it's better to
have a lighter team to compete against so you don't
punish yourself," he added. "I
hate to go Into a meet with the
idea of losing, but today's odds
are too high."

Grid puzzle for Don Nehlen

Apply to rentals, This is Strictly

Big Sound Offer!

Mandatory Meeting Election Of Next

Falcons going easy today-

Also High quality quilted
storage bags

JJona d Cltanex\
228 N. Main

110 E. Napoleon

tight end, were ineligible for
spring ball but could be two of
the many "Super Sophs"
Nehlen might flaunt next fall.
Bell figures to give BiU Pittman a run for his money at
one of the wide receiving
posts. As many as 10 sophs
could be starting when the
ibell rings next fall.
You can't blame Nehlen for
dry-washing his hands and
licking his lips when you talk
about this sophomore class,
but in the same right, these
rookies have a lot to learn and
very little time to do it in.
"Our league schedule is
over Oct. 23," said Nehlen. "If
we do well at first, it'll be easy
to become complacent and
lose ames at the end. If we
don't do well at first, we're
most likely to improve
eventually but by then it might
be too late since the league
games will be over."

USUALLY BY this time the
coaching staff knows who the
quarterback is. But right now
Nehlen and Co. still have three
signal barkers. "That was my
biggest disappointment," he
said. "I had hoped to come out
of spring ball knowing who
would be starting."
Don Plusquellic is the man
who looked good in relief last
season and also started two
games besides being a tricaptain in 1971; Babies was
always eight to 10 percentage
points better than anyone else
in practice, according to
Nehlen; while Reid Lamport
has shown the most Improvement of anybody.
One of the biggest surprises to Nehlen was the play
of the former highly touted
tailback Julius Lavas who was
switched to a defensive
monster to fill a hole there.
The thing that impressed
the Falcon mentor about
Livas was how quickly he
adapted to his new post. "He
never makes the same
mistake twice," said Nehlen.
The BeeGees will be more
explosive this season says
Nehlen. With runners like
Paul Miles and a brand new
Jerry Fields (he ran for 122
yards in the spring game and
157 all of last season),
anything's possible that
wasn't last year. The defense
will be its usual tough self but
there's going to be a lot of
responsibility laid on a few
people.
The sophomores.
"I don't want to get too
high on them because they,
haven't done anything yet,"
said Nehlen. To be sure,
they'll get their chance.

may seventeenth thru
may twenty-third
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announcements
PRE-REGISTRATION
Pre-registration for (all
quarter classes will begin today
and continue through Friday
(May 17-21) in the Reading Room
of the Graduate Center.
Registration request cards,
mailed to all current undergraduates at the University,
will be collected from I a.m. to
4:30 p.m. each day.
Students should report to the
registration area alphabetically
by college, as designated by the
registration information mailed to
students (a list of times and
colleges is also included on
today's Green Sheet calendar
page). College advisors will be
available in the registration area
during the time students in their
college are scheduled to report.

student is unable to do so, he
should return the forms to the
Registrar's Office the following
Monday or Tuesday.
HELP WANTED
Ushers are needed for the
University Theatre and School of
Music production of "West Side
Story," May 26-29.
Two free tickets to the musical
will be given to ushers for the
night they work.
Interested persons may sign up
in the main office of the School of
Music or in the Shaft Room Alley
of University Hall.
For further information
contact Tom Lyttle in the SpeechTheatre Office. 322 South Hall.
CAREER DAY

Registration request forms will
be collected but no class
registration will be confirmed.
Because of this, there is no advantage to an early admission
time to the registration area. All
requests will be processed the
following week and once again
students with the highest number
of hours earned will be registered
first.
If for some reason a student did
not receive registration materials
through the mail, he should report
to the Registrar's Office on
Tuesday (May IS) where forms
will be provided.
It is important that students
return the request forms during
the week of May 17-21 but if a

courses related to employment
opportunities today from 1-4 p.m.
and tomorrow from 1-3:30 p.m.
(May 17-18) in the University
Union.

Faculty members and students
from each department in the
College
of Business Administration will be available to
discuss career opportunities and

The program is designed to
assist students within the College
of Business Administration and
from other segments of the
University.
The discussions will be held in
the Alumni Room, River Room
and Capital Room of the Union.
LECTURE ON COMMUNISM
John F. McManus, member of
the John Birch Society, will speak
at 8 p.m. Wednesday (May 19) in
the Student Services Building
Forum.
Mr. McManus, a
graduate of Holy Cross College
and former Marine, will speak on
"Conspiracy Against Communism."
The lecture, which is free, is
sponsored by the Student Activities Office.

Information please
Campus Fact Line
Crisis Phone
Instant Sports
Problem Solver
Rumor Control
Sex Information
Time and Temperature

The Green Sheet is published weekly by the Bowling
Green State University News and Photography Service.
Deadlinefor notices in the Green Sheet is noon Wednesday, for the following week's 'calendar Monday
through Sunday. Notices should be submitted to the
editor, Teri Sharp, in care of News Service, 806 Administration Building, or phone 372-2616; 372-2617.
Special Green Sheet announcement forms are available
upon request.
'

372-2445
352-PLUS
372-253;.
372-2954
372-2930
372-2281
352-1512
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Bowling Green
State University
May seventeenth
thru twenty-third

«Ma Marathon Growth GroupTwenty-four hour group experience.
Number of participants limited. Contact
Joe House or Jim Guinan, Counseling
Center, 320 Student Service Bldg., phone
372-2081
12:3*-4:M p.m.
Fall Quarter PreRegistrationOpen to all students who did not report
earlier in the week. Reading, Room,
Graduate Center.
2-4 p.m. Sexual PoliticsCounseling Center, 320 Student Services
Bldg.
2:3* p.m. N.W. Ohio ClassicBaseball. Bowling Green versus Marshall. Stellar Field
5:38 p.m. Cricket PracticeField south of the ski hill.
7 p.m. UAO Fine Film"Throne of Blood." Admission free with
University ID, guests 25 cents.
115
Education Bldg.

monday
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Fall Quarter PreRegistrationCollege of Education students should
report alphabetically. 8 ajn. Aa-Bad;
(:30 a.m. Bae-Benm; 9 a.m. Benn-Bors;
9:30 a.m. Bort-Bue; 10 a.m. Buf-Ces;
10:30 a.m. Cet-Corl; 11 a.m. Corm-Dec;
11:30 a.m. Ded-Duch; 12 p.m. Duci-E;
12:30 p.m. F-Fow; 1 p.m. Fox-Ge; 1:30
p.m. Gf-Gri; 2 p.m. Grj-Hav; 2:30 p.m.
Haw-Hod; 3 p.m. Hoe-Im; 3:30 p.m. InKan; 4 p.m. Kao-Kni; 4:30 p.m. KnjLand. Reading Room, Graduate Center.
1-. p.m. Career DayDiscussion of career opportunities and
courses related to employment opportunities. Sponsored by College of
Business Administration. Open to all
interested students.
Alumni Room,
River Room, and Capital Room,
. Univetsity Union.
3 p.m. . Womeu'i §>ra
Women's Bide.

t-actlce-

University Union.
1-5 p.m. Growth RoomCounseling Center, 320 Student Services
Bldg.
2-4 p.m. Just a Growth GroupCounseling Center, 320 Student Services
Bldg.
3 p.m. Women's Track PracticeWomen's Bldg.
3-5 p.m. Person-to-PersonOpen Forum.
Faculty Lounge, 2nd
Floor, University Union.
3-5 p.m. CounselingRev. Loyal G. Bishop. Left Ante Room,
Prout Chapel.
3:20-5:30 p.m. Varsity Soccer PracticeSoccer field adjacent to Ice Arena.
4 p.m. Women's Tennis MatchBowling Green meets Eastern Michigan.
Sponsored by Women's Recreational
Asjyx-iation. Ice Arena.

8-12 p.m. UAO Coffee HouseRick Atkinson and Tom Honsa to perlorm. Free and open to the public.
Cardinal Room, University Union.
3:28-5:30 p.m. Varsity Soccer PracticeSoccer field adjacent to Ice Arena.
4 p.m. Biology LectureMichael McCullough, of the biology
department, will speak on the effect of
Poe Ditch on the winter diatom communities of the Portage River. Free and
open to the public. 112 Life Science Bldg.
8:30 p.m. French ClubMeeting.
Alumni Room, University
Union.
7 p.m. Outdoor ConcertSymphonic Band and the University
Chorus to perform. Sponsored by the
School of Music. Free and open to the
public. Student Services Bldg.
7 p.m. Collegiate DECA MeetingElection of officers. Members urged to
attend. 218 Hayes Hall.
7-9 p.m. Contract Bridge ClassFor enro^^-students.-, Wayne Room,

.Jl ■*" . *

9 p.m. UAO Fine Film"Thron of Blood." Admission free with
University ID, guests 25 cents.
115
Education Bldg.
9-12 p.m. Coffee HouseFolk music. Free and open to the public.
Harrow Hall

Saturday
t a.m. Tennis TourneyOhio College women's tennis tournament. Ice Arena.
10 a.m. GolfWomen's match. Bowling Green, Central Michigan, Ohio State, University of
Cincinnati and Kent State. University
Golf Course.
1 p.m. Rugbyv
Bowling Green meets University of
Toledo: uflvenity of CtnclimaU RBgby
Field. Sterling Farm/

Sunday
8:45 a.m.
Lutheran Worship
StudeattSt. Mark's Lutheran Church.

for

9 a.m. Tennis TourneyOhio college women's tennis tournament
finals. Ice Arena.
9:15 a.m. Bible Study for Students1374 Clough Street.
It a.m. Orthodox Church ServicesOrthodox Fellowship. United Christian
Fellowship Chapel. UCF Center.
18:38 a.m. Lutheran Student Worship
Service1124 E. Wooster St., University Lutheran
Chapel.
10:38 a.m. Christian Science ServicesProut Chapel.
10:38 a.m. Morman Church ServicesChapel, 115 E. Oak St.
18:45 a.m. Unitarian Fellowship123 E. Court St.
11 a.m. Lutheran Worship for StudentsSt. Mark's Lutheran Church.
11:15 a.m. University Lutheran Chapel"Sermon Talk Back." 1124 E. Wooster
St., University Lutheran Chapel.
12:38 p.m. BGSU 500499 GymkhanaA gymkhana is a race against time
around an obstacle course. Cars will be
run in class. Sponsored by the BGSU
Sports Car Club. Spectators invited.
Parking Lot L, north of stadium.
1:30 p.m. Campus Bridge ClubDuplicate match. All experienced bridge
players welcome to play. Ohio Suite,
University Union.
2 p.m. Senior Recll
Dawn Haager,
H«U. Sch«ol of

1K--'U.I^_

.1 p.m. Women's Yrncl^^acUceWomen's Bldg.
■*■

*•■

*-

3:20-5:30 p.m. Vanity Soccer PracticeSoccer field adjacent to Ice Arena.
4 p.m. Panbellenic Council MeetingAlumni Room, University Union.
5 p.m. Women's LacrosseBowling Green meets Wittenberg.
Sponsored by the Women's Recreational
Association.
Behind Women's HPE
Bldg.
7 p.m. International Studies LectureDr. Richard Giardina, chairman,
political science department, will speak
on "Southern Africa and the United
Nations:
The State Department
Responds." Sponsored by international
studies students. Free and open to the
public. 200 Moseley Hall.
7 p.m. Prayer MeetingInter-Varsity Christian Fellowship.
Prout Chapel.
7 p.m. Sailing nubTactics meeting for the KSU Regatta.
266 Overman Hall.
8 p.m. Alternatives LectureTrevor J. Phillips, director of the office
of experimental studies and professor of
education, will speak on "Alternative
Ways to Educate."
A discussion of
educational philosophies as descriptions
of the quality of life and as theories
relating to identity and purpose. Free
and open to the public. 115 Education
Bldg.
8:30 p.m. Folk Dance ExhibitionInternational Folk Dancers of Toledo.
Sponsored by HPE 324 Class. Free and
open to the public. St. Mark's Lutheran
Church, South College Drive.

tuesday
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Fall Quarter PreRegistrationCollege of Education students should
report alphabetically. 8 a.m. Lane-Loe
8:30 a.m. Lof-Mart; 9 a.m. Maru-Mei
9:30 a.m. Mej-Moo; 10 a.m. Mop-Non
10:30 a.m. Noo-Paw; 11 a.m. Pax-Pres
11:30 a.m. Pret-Rie; 12 p.m. Rif-Rz
12:30 p.m. S-Sch; 1 p.m. Sci-Sing; 1:30
p.m. Sinh-Stac; 2 p.m. Stad-Sv; 2:30
p.m. Sw-Trac; 3 p.m. Trad-Walk; 3:30
p.m. Wall-Whe; 4 p.m. Whf-Woo; 4:30
p.m. Wop-Z. Reading Room, Graduate
Center.
1-3:30 p.m. Career DayDiscussion of career opportunities and
courses related to employment opportunities.
Open to all interested
students. Alumni Room, River Room,

Sponsored by Women's Recreational
Association. Ice Arena
4-fTSfl p.m. ROTC President's ReviewField beside Memorial Hall.
( p.m. "A Question of Balance"Advanced oral interpretation festival.
Sponsored by the Speech Dept. Free and
open to all interested persons. Joe E.
Brown Theatre, University Hall.
6:15 p.m. Student Worship ServiceOpen to all interested persons. Prout
Chapel.
7 p.m. Pinochle TournamentTrophies awarded to winners. Open to all
interested students. Admission 50 cents.
Sponsored
by
Union
Activities
Organization. River Room, University
Union.
7 p.m. BGSU Sports Car Club. Meeting. 107 Hanna Hall.
7:30 p.m. Finance ClubMeeting. Nominations for next year's
officers. Taft Room, University Union.
7:30 p.m. PRSSA MeetingPublic Relations Student Society of
America.
Guest speaker William
Kagler, public relations director for the
Kroger Co., Cincinnati. All interested
students and faculty invited to attend.
Capital Room, University Union.

Wednesday
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Fall Quarter PreRegistrationCollege of Business Administration
students should report alphabetically, t
a.m. Aa-Bei; 8:30 a.m. Bej-Bro: 9 a.m.
Brp-Col; 9:30 Com-Di; 10 a.m. Dj-Fer;
10:30a.m. Fes-Gi; 11 ajn. Gm-Ha; 11;30
Hb-I; 12p.m. J-Ki; 12:30p.m. Km-lim; 1
p.m. Lin-McD; 1:30 pjn. McE-Mu; 2
p.m. Mv-Ph; 2:30p.m. Pi-Ro; 3 p.m. RpSm; 3:30 p.m. Sn-Th; 4 p.m. Ti-We; 4:30
p.m. Wf-Z. Reading Room, Graduate
Center.
10-12 a.m. Counseling GroupBy appointment only. Contact Joe House
or Tim Guinan. Counseling Center, 320
Student Services Bldg.
1-3 p.m. Yoga WorkshopCounseling Center, 320 Student Services
Bldg.
1-3 p.m. Black-White Encoonter315 Student Services Bldg.
2-4 p.m. Growth GroupCounseling Center, 320 Student Services
Bldg.
3 p.m. Women's Track PracticeWomen's Bldg.

Univ

■M _

John F^^PPanus. of.the John Birch
Society, will speak on "Conspiracy
Against Communism." Sponsored by
Student Activities Office. Student Services Bldg. Forum.

thursday
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Fall Quarter PreRegistrationCollege of Arts and Sciences students
should report alphabetically. 8 a.m. AaBa; 8:30a.m. Bb-Bo; 9a.m. Bp-Cap; 9:30
a.m. Caq-Cor; 10 a.m. Cos-Die; 10:30
a.m. Dir-E; 11 a.m. F; 11:30a.m. G-Gr;
12p.m. Gs-Hem; 12:30p.m. Hen-I; 1 p.m.
J-Ket; 1:30 p.m. Keu-Lan; 2 p.m. LaoMac; 2:30 p.m. Mad-Med; 3 p.m. MeeMur; 3:30 p.m. Mus-Pas; 4 p.m. PatRan; 4:30p.m. Rao-Rus. Reading Room,
Graduate Center.
3 p.m. Women's Track PracticeOpen to all interested women. Women's
Bldg.
3-5 p.m.Coffee Hour-Lutheran Student
Association. Faculty Lounge, University
Union.
3:20-5:30 p.m. Varsity Soccer PracticeSoccer field adjacent to Ice Arena.
4 p.m. Women's SoftballBowling Green versus Wayne State.
Sponsored by the Women's Recreational
Association. Behind the Women's HPE
Bldg.

1 p.m. Rugbyv
Bowling Green meets University of
Toledo. University of Cincinnati. Rugby
Field, Sterling Farm.'
1 p.m. Gymnastic ExhibitionWomen's gymnastic team. Free and
open to the public. Gym, Women's HPE
Bldg.
4 p.m. Cricket PracticeField south of the ski hill.
6 p.m. British & American Films"King Kong." (1933-US) Stars Fay Wray
and Bruce Cabot. Free and open to the
public. 105 Hanna Hall.
7 p.m. UAO Fine FilmThrone of Blood." Admission free with
University ID, guests 25 cents.
115
Education Bldg.
8 p.m. British A American Fllms"King Kong." Free and open to the
public. 105 Hanna Hall.
8-12 p.m. UAO Coffee HouseRick Atkinson and Tom Honsa will
perform. Free and open to the public.
Cardinal Room, University Union.

.

2 p.m. Senior Reel
Dawn Haugrr,
Hall. Sch*ol of

Hv'iUil^.

3 p.m. UAO Fine Film"Throne of Blood." Admission free with
University ID, guests 25 cents.
115
Education Bldg.
I p.m. British ft American Fllnu"The Women." (1937-US) Stars Joan
Crawford, Norma Shearer, Paulette
Goddard, Rosalin Russell. Free and
open to the public. 115 Education Bldg.
( p.m. British 4 American Films"King Kong." (1933-US) Stars Fay Wray
and Bruce Cabot. Free and open to the
public 105 Hanna Hall.
7 p.m. UAO Fine Film"Throne of Blood." Admission free with
University ID, guests 25 cents.
115
Education Bldg.
7 p.m. Sailing ClubMeeting. Members urged to attend. 203
Hayes Hall.
8 p.m. British ft America* Filmi"King Kong." Free and open to the
public. 105 Hanna Hall.

i p.m. UAO Fine Fllm"Throne of Blood." Admission free with
University ID, guests 25 cents.
115
Education Bldg.

8 p.m. British ft American Films"The Women." Free and open to the
public. 115 Education Bldg.

10 p.m. British A American Filmi"King Kong." Free and open to the
public. 105 Hanna Hall.

It p.m. British * American Films"King Kong." Free and open to the
public. 105 Hanna Hall.

6 p.m. Beginning Sailing LessonsSponsored by the BGSU Sailing Cub. All
interested persons invited. 266 Overman
Hall.
C:30 p.m. Christian Science MeetingProut Chapel.

friday
8 a.m.-ll a.m.
Fall Quarter PreRegistrationCollege of Arts & Sciences students
should report alphabetically. 8 a.m. RutSc; 8:30 a.m. Sd-Sm; 9 a.m. Sn-Su; 9:30
aJn.Sv-Val; lOajn, Vm-Whe; 10:30a.m.
Whf-Z. Reading Room, Graduate Center.
9 a.m. Tennis TourneyOhio College women's tennis tournament. Ice Arena.
11 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Fall Quarter PreReglstrationSchool of Music students should report
alphabetically. 11 a.m. A-G; 11:30 a.m.
H-O; 12 p.m. P-Z.
Reading Room,
Graduate Center.

MONDAY, MAY 17
9 a.m. FREE FORM; 5:30
pjn. NEWSLOG; 6:30 pjn.
EVENING
CONCERT-Thompson-''Symphony • No.
2"; Neilson-"Symphony No.
4".
11 p.m.
GROSS
NATIONAL PRODUCT.
TUESDAY, MAY 18
9a.m. FREE FORM; 5:30
pjn. NEWSLOG; 6:30 p.m.
EVENING
CONCERT-Mozart-"Clarinet Quintet";
Haydn-"Quartet No. 1".; 11
p.m. LUCIOUS
SWINEHERD.
WEDNESDAY, MAY It
9a.m. FREE FORM; 5:30
pjn. NEWSLOG; 6:30 p.m.
EVENING
CONCERT-Debussy-"3
Nocturnes";
Brahms-"Quartet in C".; 11

p.m. SHOWGRAM A-GOGO.
THURSDAY, MAY 2*
9«JD. FREE FORM; 5:30
p.m. NEWSLOG; 6:30 p.m.
MUSIC; 7:30p.m. ISSUES 71;
8 pjn. EVENING CONCERT-Schumann-"Symphony
Etudes"; Carter-"Quartet No.
1".; 11 p.m. GOOD TIME
MUSIC.
FRIDAY. MAY 21
9ajn. FREE FORM; 5:30
pjn. NEWSLOG; 6:30 pjn.
MICKEY MOUSE CLUB
REVIVAL HOUR; 7:30 p.m.
EVENING
CONCERT-Mozart-"Symphony No. 41";
Beethoven-"Ghost Trio".; 11
p.m.
RADIO
IN
RETROSPECT; 11:30 p.m.
GOOD TIME MUSIC.

SATURDAY, MAY 8
t a.m. FREE FORM; 6
pjn. BOWLING GREEN IS
OFF BROADWAY; 7 p.m.
ALL THAT JAZZ; 11 pjn.
GROSS
NATIONAL
PRODUCT.
SUNDAY, MAY 23
12 noon
VS. PRESS
OPINION; 12:30 pjn. BIRTH
CONTROL TODAY; 1 p.m.
COMMAND
PERFORMANCE; 4 pjn. DRUGS.
. THE ISSUES ON TRIAL; 5
p.m.
MUSIC
FROM
OBERLTN; 6pjn. BOWLING
GREEN IN CONCERT; 7:30
p.m.
SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK; 8 pjn. THE DRAMA
WHEEL-'Ironhand" by John
Arden; 10 pjn. MONTAGE;
11p.m. THE ASIA SOCIETY;
11:30 pjn. FOLK MUSIC.

*

